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Dear sirs

Time sensitive - SLACC "call in request" re Woodhouse Colliery - planning application 4/17/9007 

Further to my email and attachments of 9 October 2020 on behalf of South Lakes Action on Climate Change (SLACC),
please find attached an additional piece of information that was received by SLACCs lawyers today.  This is a response
from the Environment Agency to our Freedom of Information request about the maximum sulphur content permitted by the
current EA permit applicable to the Scunthorpe Integrated Iron and Steelworks operated by British Steel.

 

This additional information, which was easily obtained from a public source, shows that the current limit in the
Environmental Permit in relation to the sulphur content of "Coals for carbonisation in the coke ovens" (i.e. coking coal) is
0.75% for all coking ovens currently in use at the facility

 

Paragraph 5.1.6 in the Wardell Armstrong's report for Cumbria County Council, which the Officer’s Report explicitly relied
on (OR para 7.85) stated that “Sulphur is the constraining factor which could limit the use of the coal. At least one steel
producer has a total sulphur limit for its operations which has to be applied to the coking coal blend it uses, and that makes
WCM Coal for that producer currently unviable.”  It would appear highly likely that this unnamed steel producer is British
Steel. Meanwhile, the Report acknowledged that the response from the other major UK steel producer, Tata Steel, only
indicated that it would use the coal from the mine “if the specification and price was acceptable.” (para 7.92)  However,
despite this, the Officer concluded that “I consider that there is a likely need for High Vol A coking coal for the steel industry
and that this would result in national benefits which are of considerable weight".  (para 7.328)

 

Our "call in request" letter of 9 October 2020 (paragraph 2.9) refers to this issue, and goes on to argue that, even on the
information available from WA's report and appendices, there was considerable doubt about whether coking coal from
WCM could supply the UK steel industry. I now wish to draw your attention to this specific level of 0.75%, which
is considerably less than the 1.4% average and 1.6% maximum sulphur content that the Council has conditioned.  I would
ask you to consider this information, which the Council does not appear to have taken into account,  in your pending
decision on whether to "call in" application number 4/17/9007 for your own determination, and in particular whether: there is
a need for the output of the proposed mine. SLACC would contend that this makes it even more important that the most
accurate and credible evidence can be presented at a public inquiry so that appropriate weightings can be ascribed to the
harms and benefits of the proposal, and it be determined in accordance with national policy.

yours sincerely

Mrs Maggie Mason

South Lakes Action on Climate Change (SLACC),   

07551 180221
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